
How to nail your first consultant phone call! 
 

Calling in consults is a bit of an art and can be an anxiety point for new clerks (and honestly 
residents and attendings as well depending on the consultant). Let’s go through some tips on how 
to make this go well. This approach is adapted from articles on RebelEM, Maimonides 
EM, Canadiem, BoardVitals, and my own personal experience on both ends of the phone. 

Before you call 

1. Do you understand what the consult question is? “My resident told me to call” won’t cut 
it! 

2. Have you sat down with the chart for a few minutes to review the history of the 
problem you’re consulting for, relevant investigations and management, and 
response to that management? 

3. Can you articulate the urgency of the consultation? Are you asking for them to see 
tomorrow, or does staff need to run over? 

o Consider urgency before picking up the phone overnight/end of the day – do you 
need consultant recommendations to advance care appropriately/for safety 
reasons, or can this wait until the morning? 

When you call 

Try this format (it’s evidence based – Kessler et al 2012) 

https://rebelem.com/how-to-call-a-consult/
https://www.maimonidesem.org/blog/calling-consults
https://www.maimonidesem.org/blog/calling-consults
https://canadiem.org/tipsfornewdocs-how-to-give-a-great-consult/
https://www.boardvitals.com/blog/calling-a-consult/


 
 

6 reasons why consultant calls can go badly (adapted from Dr. Nadim Lalani) 

1. Caller is not ready: We need to have our ducks in a row when the consultant returns our 
call. This means having our ‘one liner’ introductory sentence to hook the listener and 
having all relevant and accurate patient data readily available. 

2. No clear question: We need to know what we need from our consultant. If we don’t 
know what we want, it will be hard for our consultant to know what we want. “I am 
calling for assistance with outpatient follow up,” vs “I am calling to admit this patient 
onto your service.” 

3. No previous contact: In a large hospital system it is not unusual to have never interacted 
with the consultant. Making good first impressions will help tremendously. Having a goal 
of only calling for appropriate reasons will also endear your consultants to you. 

4. System is overloaded: Any time a consultant receives a call it will typically mean more 
work for them. Making an efficient and factually correct call will make your consultants 
day smoother. It also takes time to build rapport with a consultant through multiple 
interactions, but only one bad interaction to lose their trust. 

5. Known difficult consultant: Medicine is full of great people but sometimes people are 
angry and short, and it has very little to do with you. The only good way to deal with this 
is to exude professionalism, courtesy, and to not sink to their level if the conversation 
deteriorates. 

https://vghctuca.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/screen-shot-2022-12-29-at-4.23.03-pm.png?w=1024


6. Lack of skills/training: Relatively less time tends to be spent teaching residents and 
students in the best way to call a consult (vs how to round well, how to do a consult). 
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